PRESS RELEASE

Satori Labs To Team With IMPAC
At ASCO Conference
Forms Automation Leader to Demonstrate
Joint Oncology/EMR Application at IMPAC Booth, June 1-5, 2007

Scotts Valley, CA – June 1, 2007 - Satori Labs, a leading provider of digital pen and
paper solutions for healthcare forms automation, announced today that the company will
be demonstrating their FusionForm™ solution for healthcare forms automation with their
partner, IMPAC Medical Systems, at the 43rd ASCO Annual Meeting , June 1 – 5, 2007
at McCormack Place in Chicago, Illinois.
The American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) is a non-profit organization,
founded in 1964, with overarching goals of improving cancer care and prevention and
ensuring that all patients with cancer receive care of the highest quality. Nearly 25,000
oncology practitioners belong to ASCO, representing all oncology disciplines (medical,
radiologic, and surgical oncology) and subspecialties. Members include physicians and
health-care professionals participating in approved oncology training programs, oncology
nurses, and other practitioners with a predominant interest in oncology. The Annual
ASCO Meeting is a gathering of the nation’s leading medical oncologists interested in the
latest oncology research and information technology available to serve the oncology
community.
IMPAC Medical Systems, Inc. (IMPAC), an Elekta company, is the world’s leading
provider of information technology (IT) solutions for oncology care. MOSAIQ™ is
IMPAC’s new image-enabled oncology EMR with fully integrated business features such
as scheduling, billing, and management reporting and analysis. Satori Labs is partnering
with IMPAC to deliver its FusionForm solution with MOSAIQ in order to offer a unique,
new data capture technology for IMPAC’s growing community of MOSAIQ users.
“We are delighted to be working with our partner, IMPAC Medical Systems at the
ASCO Conference,” said Roy W. Feague, CEO of Satori Labs. “The annual ASCO
Conference is a perfect venue to reach the medical oncology community and demonstrate
our FusionForm solution integrated with IMPAC’s new MOSIAQ™ electronic medical
record system for medical oncology.

Satori Labs FusionForm products incorporate Anoto™ digital pen and paper technology
and wireless technologies and Satori Labs proprietary forms automation software to
provide the healthcare industry the easiest and fastest way to get handwritten information,
including drawings, into digital form.
Businesses worldwide are struggling to find ways to reduce the cost of data collection
and processing. Using Satori Labs’ FusionForm technology, handwritten information can
be recognized, verified, and integrated instantly into digital customer records of all kinds.
Customers benefit through reduced costs, reduced data collection errors, increased
productivity and accelerated sales revenue.

About Satori Labs:
Founded in 2003, Satori Labs, Inc. is a leader in forms automation solutions for
healthcare. Satori Labs fuses digital pen and paper and wireless technologies with Satori
Labs’ high-performance forms automation software to create the next generation of
connected information management products for the healthcare professional.
More information on Satori Labs technology is available at: www.satorilabs.com

About IMPAC Medical Systems, Inc.:
IMPAC Medical Systems, Inc., an Elekta company, provides healthcare information
technology solutions that streamline clinical and business operations across the spectrum
of cancer care. IMPAC’s open integration to multiple healthcare data and imaging
systems offers oncology-specific patient charting and practice management, as well as
best-of-breed systems for anatomic pathology, clinical laboratory, and cancer registry.
With products that are used in association with diagnosis and treatment environments
through long-term follow-up, IMPAC provides a comprehensive oncology management
solution that helps improve overall communication, process efficiency, and quality of
patient care.
For more information about IMPAC products and services, please call 888-GO-IMPAC
or visit www.impac.com.

About Anoto Group AB:
Anoto Group AB is a Swedish high-tech company that offers unique solutions for the
transmission of handwritten text from paper to digital media, as well as scanning of
printed text. All of its products and services are based on digital camera technology and

image processing in real time. The Anoto Group currently has two brands: Anoto® – an
integrated solution that uses paper, pen and server technology to link writing paper with
the digital world – and C-Pen® – a scanning pen that stores, translates and transmits
printed text. For more information, go to www.anotogroup.com
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